Be Enriched by Exciting Programmes and Solutions at SITCE 2013!

The inaugural SITCE 2013 is set to provide all-encompassing urban transport solutions and an educational platform with its line-up of related activities. Apart from the Congress, SITCE 2013 will be kept abuzz with thematic exhibition on urban transport innovations, expo forum sessions, technical tours, as well as networking events.

- **Leading-edge Congress on People-centred Mobility for Liveable Cities**

  Structured along the theme on ‘People-centred Mobility for Liveable Cities’, the Congress will explore several urban transport issues and solutions that will help to define the shape of future urban mobility. View the latest Congress programme [here](#).

- **Engage in a dynamic exchange of insights and sharing of knowledge with our speakers**

  An international panel of speakers will helm meaningful discussions on the urban transport solutions and challenges. Among them are keynote speakers from leading global organisations:

  **KIM Gyeng Chul**
  President
  Korea Transport Institute (KOTI), Korea

  **Bindu N. LOHANI**
  Vice President
  Knowledge Management and Sustainable Development
  Asian Development Bank, Philippines

  **Maximilian STROTMANN**
  Cabinet Minister of Vice President Siim Kallas,
  Commissioner for Transport, European Commission,
  Belgium

  **Jay WALDER**
  Chief Executive Officer
  MTR Corporation Limited, Hong Kong

  View speakers’ biographies [here](#).
SITCE 2013 has been given a big boost with major industry players confirming their participation. Join leading brand names to display your latest innovations, products and services. The exhibition presents a unique platform for you to engage the Asia Pacific region and connect with buyers from potentially large markets who are increasingly interested in sustainable transport planning and traffic demand management.

**Leading names at SITCE 2013 include:**
- 3M Asia Pacific
- Alstom Transport (S)
- Arconia International
- BASF South East Asia
- Bentley Systems International
- Bombardier Transportation (Holdings) Singapore
- Cyclosystem
- FormoLight Technologies
- GMV Sistemas
- SAU
- Herrenknecht
- Hitachi
- Ineo Sytrans
- Init
- Kapsch TrafficCom
- Kawasaki Heavy Industries
- Mott MacDonald Singapore
- NEC Asia Pacific
- Samwoh Corporation
- Shanghai Tunnel Engineering
- Siemens
- Singapore Technologies Electronics
- SMRT Engineering
- Thales
- Trapeze Software ULC
- Volvo East Asia
- Vossloh

**Expo Forum**

Alongside the exhibition, there will be a series of Expo Forum sessions where exhibitors will present the most advanced technologies and share their knowledge and innovations. Sessions include new rail technologies, public transport planning, challenges in rail and road projects, design-based solutions for transport and enhancing the travel experience of commuters and motorists.

**Benefit from the early bird rates**

Register now to enjoy the preferential rates and save up to 35%!
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